
PEP 2017
Assignment 4

(1) Solve the DE 1
2y
′ + 2y = 0 subjected to the condition that y(0) = 3.

(2) Solve y′′ + y = 2y′ given that y(0) = 1 and y(1) = 0.

(3) Solve y′ = e(x−2y) given that y(0) = 1.

(4) A two-stage rocket in a zero gravitational field starts from rest and burns fuel. The fuel is ejected at a
speed u relative to the rocket. After all the fuel has been burned, explosive bolts release the first stage and push
it backwards with a speed v1 relative to the second stage. The mass of the first stage before ny fuel is burned is
m1 = m0 + mf , where mf is the mass of the fuel. The mass of the second stage is m2. The total mass of the rocket
before any fuel is burnt is m1 + m2. The goal of this problem is to find the speed of the second stage after the
separation.
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Problem 3 of 4 (25 points) 
 
Answers without work shown will not be given any credit. 
 

 
 
A two-stage rocket in a zero gravitational field starts from rest and burns fuel. The fuel is 
ejected at a speed  u  relative to the rocket. After all the fuel has been burned, explosive 
bolts release the first stage and push it backwards with a speed   v1  relative to the second 

stage. The mass of the first stage before any fuel is burned is   
m1 ≡ m0 + mf , where  

mf  is 

the mass of the fuel. The mass of the second stage is   m2 . The total mass of the rocket 

before any fuel is burnt is   m1 + m2 . The goal of this problem is to find the speed of the 
second stage after the separation. 
 

a) When the rocket is traveling at speed  v , derive a relation between the differential 
of the speed of the rocket  dv , and the differential of the mass of the rocket,  dmr , 
and the speed  u  relative to the rocket of the ejected fuel. You must show your 
work in order to receive credit.  
 

b) What is the speed  
v f  of the rocket immediately after all the fuel has been burned 

but before the second stage is released? Express your answers in terms of  u ,  
mf , 

  m0 , and   m2  as needed. 
 

c) What is the speed   v2  of the second stage immediately after it has been released? 

Express your answers in terms of   v1 ,  
v f ,  

mf ,   m2 , and   m0  as needed.  

 
Solution: 
 
a) (10 points) Choose as a system the rocket and fuel (mass  mr ) that is not burned 

during the interval   [t,t + dt] , and the infinitesimally small amount of fuel (mass  
dmf ) 

that is burned mass during this interval. The momentum state diagrams for time  t  and 
 t + Δt  are shown in the figures below.  

 
There are no external forces so the momentum principle becomes 
 

(a) When the rocket is travelling at speed v, derive a relation between the differential of the speed of the rocket dv,
and the differential of the mass of the rocket dm, and the speed u relative to the rocket of the ejected fuel.

(b) What is the speed vf of the rocket immediately after all the fuel has been burned but before the second
stage is released? Express your answer in terms of u, mf , m0, and m2 as needed.

(c) What is the speed v2 of the second stage immediately after it has been released? Express your answers
in terms of v1, vf , mf , m2 and m0 as needed.

(5) Physical pendulum A planar triangle of uniform surface density with mass M , base D and height H
is hanged at the top and oscillates due to its own gravity. Assume the angle of oscillation is small, find the period of
oscillation. (HINT: you need to find the position of the center of mass (CM) and the moment of inertia with respect
to the rotational axis)
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